11th October 2019
Griffins - Friday Newsletter

Thank you to all of the parents who attended parents’ evening and we look forward to seeing
the rest of you over the next week.
In RE we have been thinking about friendship and what it means. We also had our Harvest
Mass in the school hall on Wednesday. The children were exceptionally well behaved.
In English we have been thinking further about the characters in our story and have started
to plan our own stories to write. We have also been making posters for our enterprise week
sale of ‘STELLA BEADS’. You will be able to grab these next week in the playground.
Our Maths learning has focused on addition and subtraction. We have also been using our
maths skills to work out appropriate prices for our STELLA BEADS and how much profit
we could make.
This week in History we have been making Stone Age amulets out of polymer clay. We also
had an amazing visit from Steve Friedrich who bought in some artefacts from the stone age
through to the iron age. He wowed the children with his amazing knowledge of the period.
The children were amazing:

‘Just a quick message to say what a lovely morning I had with you all. The children were a
credit to you, your colleagues and the school, not only in their conduct but in their
attentiveness and enthusiasm. We really hope we can help you again with future topics.’ Steve

In Science this week we have been creating posters about old age and how we change in it.
We continue to keep up to date with Science news watching ‘Reach out reporter’ on a weekly
basis.
Griffins, 95.48% attendance last week. We need to improve on this!
Well done to Toby and Mayowa who got a mention in Friday’s good work assembly.
Extra
On Wednesday 16th the children can dress up as a character from the Stone Age or from our
book, Wolf Brother. The children have been talking about it for a while and I know some
have already got an outfit ready!
Finally, we will be selling STELLA BEADS in the playground next week as part of our
enterprise week. I’ve heard it’s the latest craze!!
Thank you for all your continued support and help.
Mrs Langley, Mr Langley and Mrs Barden
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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